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INTRODUCTION

The.1975 operational season was the fourth summer of field operations

for the National Hail Research Experiment. This year the level of field

activity was considerably less than previous years. The main purpose of the

summer field operations was the test of new and modified equipment under

actual weather conditions. The specific objectives were:

1. Conduct an operational test and evaluation of new and

improved observational systems.

2. Collect research data if and when essential observation

systems were operational.

A review of this document will indicate that the above objectives

were met. This is not to say that difficulties were not experienced. There

were many. Some were of the type that one expects when a new, untried piece

of equipment is taken into the field for the first time. Other difficulties

resulted from a direct lightning strike that occurred during a very severe

storm on 7 July 1975, the first day of the summer program. This resulted in

a loss of two days data and troubling electronic problems that lingered

for some time thereafter. In spite of these difficulties, some excellent,

definitive research data was collected, the most notable being the

simultaneous measurement of hail in the cloud by the South Dakota School

of Mines and Technology (SDSMNT) T-28 aircraft and the collection of falling

hail by the two mobile crews. This was accomplished on two consecutive

days. This is the first time this has ever been done.
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The major components of the 1975 summer program were:

1. The NCAR dual-wavelength radar.

2. The Data Acquisition and Display System (DADS).

3. The Desert Research Institute M-33 Radar.

4. The South Dakota School of Mines T-28 aircraft.

In addition:

1. Tests were performed on a newly developed ground-based hail

disdrometer and on modified rain-hail separators. Five sites were established

containing the disdrometer, rain-hail separator, hail pads, and meteorological

sensors for temperature, pressure, humidity, rainfall, windspeed and direction.

Correlation of similar measurements obtained by different systems was attempted.

2. Two ice nucleus counters were installed at Grover to obtain samples

of background natural ice nuclei.

3. The NOAA/NCAR sailplane was operated in the Leadville, Colorado

area by NHRE cloud physics personnel in conjunction with research programs

of Colorado State University and the Denver Research Institute. The program

is highly relevant to the overall objectives of the NHRE and is included in

this report.
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OBSERVATION SYSTEMS

The observation systems consisted of the following:

1. The South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T) T-Z8

2. The NCAR Cloud Physics (CP-2) dual-wavelength Grover radar

3. The NOAA/NCAR Sailplane

4. Five precipitation and meteorological stations and two dense

hail pad arrays

5. Two mobile hail sampling teams

6. Ice nuclei, cloud condensation, and Aitken nuclei counters

7. The ESIG hail pad network

These systems are discussed in detail in the sections that follow.

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T) T-28

Objectives

While the T-28 operated successfully within thunderstorms in the 1972

and 1973 field seasons, some deficiencies in the instrumentation did become

evident. Improvements were needed in the overall recording system and in many

of the fundamental sensors, such as the temperature and pressure sensors.

Furthermore, one of the main initial thrusts of the T-28 work was the study

of "accumulation zones" of supercooled liquid water, the existence of which

was postulated by Soviet workers, and which formed a basis for the Soviet

hail suppression efforts. After this concept was shown to be inapplicable

to most NHRE area hailstorms, new requirements for the T-28 instrumentation

emerged at the same time that new instrument technology became available.
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Thus, a primary reason for the 1975 field season, abbreviated to one

month, was to test this major reinstrumentation of the T-28 so as to assure

an operational, reliable platform for 1976 and beyond. The instrument tests

were accomplished during an almost full-fledged effort to discover some of the

vital things that are now unknown about hailstorms: such as where in the

storms the hail embryos originate; and details of the storm microphyics

vitally needed for modelling efforts, such as drop size distribution within

the strong updrafts, which greatly affect hail embryo growth rates.

The log of all T-28 flights is given in Table 9.

Discussion

The T-28 instruments may be organized into three groups, as follows:

1. The four, major, new cloud physics instruments

2. other new sensors

3. data storing and transmitting equipment.

In prior field years, the T-28 has had only one cloud physics instrument

that characterized individual particles: the foil impactor. The appreciation

of the fact that intelligent hail suppression efforts must be based upon a

thorough knowledge of individual particle processes in hailstorms (since it

is these processes that one tries to alter by seeding) led to a great importance

being placed on new sensors of individual particles. Two of the four that

were decided upon were Knollenberg probes: an axially scattering device that

gives cloud droplet sizes and concentration from 2 to 45 p diameter and a

2-dimensional (2-D) imaging probe that records the silhouettes of particles

with a resolution of about 25 p. It was hoped that for many particles over
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100 p in diameter, the shape would allow distinction between water and

ice, a critical distinction in understanding the important microphysical

processes in hail embryo formation. Because this distinction is so crucial,

and because it was not known if the imaging probe would give definitive

results, a camera system was designed and built by Cannon of NCAR to make

this distinction unequivocal. Because the T-28 does fly in hail, and hail

is the main thrust of the work, the SDSM&T designed and built a "hail

spectrometer" especially to give quantitative measure of sizes and concentra-

tion above 1 cm diameter. These four instruments are called the Particle

Measuring System (PMS) Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), the 2-D

probe, the NCAR Cloud Particle camera, and the SDSM&T FIail Spectrometer.

The PMS probes and the Hail Spectrometer are pictured in figures

1, 2 and 3. Typical data from the FSSP probe is shown in

figure 4.

The FSSP probe gave useful data for the entire period but did have

several problems. The histograms of number versus size category look

reasonable in general but show some detailed features (such as relatively

sharp cutoffs at about 16 p) that must be artifacts. The probe is now being

rebuilt to fix what is thought to be the problem. During the one penetration

with the most severe icing condition of the summer, the probe evidently

iced up and gave spurious readings. It is also clear that small ice crystals

give a very few spurious signals on this probe, and so very small concentration

of drops toward the upper end of the size range must always be viewed with

suspicion. In spite of these problems much of the data is not only usable,

but very exciting, because it is so much better than anything we have had

before.
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Figure 3. Detail of the FSSP anil 2-Dj�ensional probes. �i�te ·the
ant i shedding devices on the 2Dprobe (neaPesk) desi�ijn�eg-i�o re6jhsce
shedding of water into the sensing area, between the ·e�hio arms, ?�me
window of the foil impactor is visible between tl� FSSP and 2-D
probes, and the three devices above the 2-U probe are seci�en$ial
samplers.
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The two-dimensional (2-D) probe also gave much useful data, again better

than anything available before in hail storms. It also was beset with a

number of specific problems, mostly a variety of shedding phenomena. Water

shed from the probe tips gave many spurious signals of several different

kinds, and water sometimes shed from the propeller was sensed by the probe.

These and other problems are recognizable in the data, and the true images

can be separated from the artifacts by eye, but the prospects for computer

reduction of this data look rather difficult. Nevertheless, this is a

tremendously exciting source of new data on the nature of thle cloud physical

processes in the storm.

One difficulty with the 2-D probe is that it can obtain more data than can

be stored on one tape and due to T-28 space limitations, the tape cannot be

changed in flight. To alleviate this problem, the pilot was provided with a

monitor of the amount of tape remaining on the recorder and a switch to select

the rate of data recording. The monitor never worked properly, resulting in

some lost data. It will be fixed by next summer.

Minor electronic problems were encountered but were repaired very soon

after they were detected.

The inability to distinguish between water and ice particles in the 2-D

data is very disappointing, but it is felt that there is still some extremely

valuable and interesting data produced by the 2-D probe and the system should

become a permanent part of the T-28 system.

The Cloud Particle camera was the greatest disappointment of the summer. The

components of the system to be wing-mounted were overweight and could not
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be tested on the airplane in any weather and it was decided not to put the

airplane down for the required time for installation. The decision included

a plan for installation and test after the regular season in an attempt to

get a proof of concept on the T-28. It was the consensus of the people

involved that the concept had enough promise to justify continued effort

after the season, especially since the 2-D probe was not successful in dis-

tinguishing ice from liquid water. The camera was installed on the aircraft

and successfully tested during October through December. Figure 5 shows

samples of ice particle images obtained during a flight on December 5.

The hail sensor was not completed and installed until the season was

well underway. It was definitely considered a test year for this device

since the laser hail sensor was an entirely new concept. In general terms,

the hail sensor had a successful season. The instrument flew on five of

nine research flights and appeared to produce reasonable data on one flight.

A number of growing pains were encountered with the sensor but the design

seems sound and the general feeling is that the instrument shows enough

promise to justify continued development and use in the future seasons.

The other new sensors that were added in 1975 provided basic flight

information (airspeed, pressure, temperature) and measures of turbulence.

The Rosemount static pressure transducer arrived in early June and was

promptly installed on the aircraft. This is a standard instrument and

functioned perfectly throughout the season. The only problem is that it

came with a 0-5 volt output, thus restricting the resolution of the data
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Figure 5. Ict particle images obtained by the Cloud Particle Camera during the
flight of 5 December 1975 in snow. Average altitude was about 8900 ft. msl,
temperature about -13C, vicinity Pactola and Deerfield, South Dakota. NCAR
particle camera roll R989, camera magnification is 0.16, ratio=4.
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since the recording system is set up to record + 5 volts. It has been

decided to change the output of the transducer at the end of the season.

The Rosemount differential pressure transducer that senses dynamic

pressure operated satisfactorily throughout the summer.

The reverse flow temperature measuring concept is assumed to be one

of the best techniques for measuring temperature in clouds with the T-28.

Difficulties were experienced with the NCAR reverse flow instrument prior

to the season. The instrument started out with a modified NCAR reverse flow

housing and a Minco platinum resistance element with an NCAR-built electronics

package. It was found that the platinum element with its 1 mil wire was not

durable enough to stand up under the severe shock and vibration environment

on the T-28 wing tip. The element was replaced with a diode and a matched

electronics package from the NOAA/NCAR sailplane. The reverse flow housing

was retained and this system worked admirably during the season and should

be retained for future seasons.

The Rosemount temperature sensor is not new to the T-28 package but it

has had enough work done to it that it is worthy of discussion at this point.

The unit has given immeasurable trouble and has never produced reliable data.

Early in the season it was discovered that the electronics used with the

system were not designed for use on an airplane (explaining many of the pre-

vious problems). About mid-season the electronics package from the discarded
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platinum resistance reverse flow system was adapted to the Rosemount system.

This combination seemed to work reasonably well for the remainder of the season.

It is felt that the Rosemount deiced temperature system is standard enough

that one should be carried on the T-28 even though the system is subject to

icing in severe environments. It has been decided to retain the existing

Rosemount housing and sensor and acquire the appropriate Rosemount electronics

bridge and amplifier system.

A Humphrey vertically stabilized accelerometer was purchased and installed

prior to the 1975 field season. In addition to accelerations, the instrument

provides aircraft pitch and roll signals. The pitch and roll system worked with

no problems for the entire summer but the accelerometer portion of the instru-

ment failed prior to flight 120. It was decided that it was better to continue

to get pitch and roll signals than to send the instrument to the factory for

repair and lose all the data for the remainder of the season. The instrument

needs to be repaired prior to next field season but with repair, it will provide

some very good data on turbulence and shear zones.

A device was designed and built by engineers at SDSM&T to detect the peak

accelerations encountered each second in both the positive and negative

directions and hold these values for recording once each second. The device

was to obtain the values from the Humphrey accelerometer but since the Humphrey

failed prior to the installation of this device, a system test was not obtained.

Continued development of this sample and hold device is recommended.

A device was designed and built by SDSM&T engineers to

enable recording of the aircraft's heading from the heading from the compass system on the air-

craft. As near as can be determined at this time the device seemed to work
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as designed. Aircraft heading should continue to be recorded for use in

future wind field calculations.

A second Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) instrument was installed in the

T-28. The combination of two DMEs and the very high frequency omnirange (VOR)

instrument is used as a back-up source of aircraft track information, with the

M-33 round-base radar as the primary system. The airborne system worked with

no problems until flight 129 when the DME failed. We were unable to get it

repaired prior to the end of the season. The VOR/DME system is not as accurate

for aircraft location as is the M-33 but it is felt that this system should

continue to be used as a back-up.

A true airspeed computer was designed and built by NCAR personnel to drive

the clock on the PMS probes and the rotating mirrors on the Cloud Particle

camera. The output was also recorded. The device worked within required

tolerances although compression effects are not programmed and the output

differs from the real true airspeed by approximately 2% at normal penetration

speeds.

Because of the limited resolution of the static pressure transducer

output with the T-28 system and the desire to look for small-scale pressure

perturbations and differentiate the pressure for vertical velocity it was

decided to build a times ten amplifier for the static pressure transducer.

The device was designed and built by SDSM&T engineers and gave every indication

of working correctly during the season.

A new Precision Instrument data recorder and a Monitor

Laboratory multiplexer were purchased prior to the field season

to improve the reliability of data recording. The system
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was adapted to the T-28 and installed well before the season began and

functioned very reliably during the field season. The system has some short-

comings that make it somewhat less than optimum for acquiring precision data.

A bias exists in all channels which is different in the record and the monitor

mode and seemed to change with the addition of some of the instruments prior

to the beginning of the season. The system did appear to remain stable during

the season so that there should be little problem in putting a bias correction into

the software. Additional work is required on this system prior to the next

field season to eliminate the bias and other minor problems.

As originally conceived the quick recall system was a complete failure

since the secondary recorder was eliminated onboard the aircraft and this

was to be the source of quick recall data. Weight forced the elimination of

the secondary recorder, when the PMS recording system proved to be

heavier than expected.

Testing of a telemetry system was planned on a very limited, time-

permitting basis during the 1975 season. This approach, however, was

accelerated considerably following the forced deletion of the back-up onboard

recorder. A telemetry system was hastily developed to telemeter voice and

sixteen channels of selected data to the Cheyenne office in real time. The

voice portion of the system worked with no problems all summer but a valid

check of the data system was never accomplished due to problems with the

telephone link to the computer in Rapid City.

Since the primary data system functioned reliably, we were not forced

to use the telemetry, however, it gave every indication of working properly.

The telemetry system, if used as a back-up for the primary data system, will
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require considerable development since at present there is no time with the

data and the system is limited to sixteen channels. It has been decided to

modify the PMS formatter and recorder to accept more data and effectively

act as a back-up system.

Assessment

There are two separate aspects, the nature of the storm penetration as

judged by the radar observer and coordinator, and the nature of the aircraft

data taken. The most important research comes when the aircraft track, detail

radar structure, and aircraft data are fitted together which will take some

time. Here the two portions are discussed separately.

1) Summary of Operational Flights

Penetrations were made on nine days during the season. The storms

fall into two rough categories based essentially on observations made at the

times of the flights. These were: moderate storms which occurred on 16, 21,

22, 23 and 31 July, all of which produced hail ranging in size from pea to

roughly one inch; and weak storms which occurred on 7, 14, 15 and 30 July

which had no known hail. In fact, some of these latter storms would have

difficulty being classified as thunderstorms.

All of the hailstorms that were penetrated during the season were judged

to be of the multicell variety. One of the storms (21 July) appeared to take

on quasi-steady characteristics for about a one-hour period during its lifetime.

The following is a subjective ranking of the operational days arranged

in descending order:

a. 22 July f. 14 July

b. 21 July g. 15 July

c. 16 July h. 7 July

d. 23 July i. 30 July

e. 31 July
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7 July - Very weak storms were in the area, but the reported reflectivities

seemed unusually high. Since this was the first operation day of the season,

some confusion was experienced in interpreting radar displays. Penetrations

were difficult to coordinate because the storms lacked organization and

caution was exercised because of high reflectivities. No hail was encountered

and none occurred at the ground.

14 July - Storms were difficult to work because they were weak and had

relatively short lifetimes with lack of organization. This day was only

slightly better than 7 July in terms of storm quality but penetration coordina-

tion was significantly better. No hail was reported.

15 July - Rather weak clouds formed and dissipated rapidly. The first

two penetrations were in a dissipating storm. Later penetrations yielded good

icing but the storms were still weak and lacked organization. Storm quality

was about the same as experienced on 7 and 14 July with penetration quality

similar to 14 July.

16 July - An excellent day. Penetrations 1 and 2 were in hail formation

regions on the south and southeast side of the radar echo in new growth. Pene-

tration 3 was in a cell which eventually produced hail at the Grover site.

21 July - Another excellent day. Two of the penetrations were in an

overhang region, while two were in developing feeder clouds further from the

main echo. The storm seemed quite steady during the last hour of its lifetime.

Overhang penetrations were within about two nautical miles of the maximum

reflectivity (59 dBZ) at flight altitude.

22 July - Probably the best day of the season. Two penetrations were in

feeders, while another was in the overhang region. Accumulation of approximately

two inches of ice occurred during the latter penetration. Only three penetrations

were possible because of the heavy icing.

23 July - The only rapidly moving storm of the season occurred on this

date. The storm was remarkably persistent with new cells growing on the
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southwest side. Penetrations were done visually at first in newly developing

clouds and later were vectored from Grover as cells merged or became mature

storms on their own. This excellent storm is worthy of study but takeoff alert

was probably half an hour late for optimum investigation.

30 July - Echoes moved into the area from the south and were in a dissipating

stage and the penetrations were in extremely weak cells with little organization.

The aircraft encountered nearly all ice particles and no hail was encountered

in the air or on the ground despite declared reflectivities values in excess of

60 dBZ below flight altitude. The decaying state of these storms and their

general weakness make this the poorest case of the year.

31 July - Good penetrations were performed in a storm which fed on southwest

and south side. The first two penetrations were near the maximum reflectivity

in a mature cell and the last two were in younger cells which were merging

with the main cell. This storm was not quite as persistent as those occurring

on 16, 21, 22 and 23 July, but nevertheless, it was a good case.

2) Aircraft Measurements

The foil impactor, PMS 2-D probe, and Cloud Particle camera were to

gather data on large particles. The data from the 2-D probe and the foil

impactor are of very good quality so some answers should be available following

some detailed data analysis. Very good quantitative data on large particles

is available. Following reduction of the foil data, the 2-D data, and the

radar data, they can be put in the proper time-space location to draw valid

conclusions.

A combination of pilot's comments, PMS 2-D probe, Cloud Particle camera,

and foil impactor data were expected to answer the question of the phase of

the particles encountered in various parts of the thunderstorm. The Cloud

Particle camera of course was not carried this season. The PMS 2-D probe
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proved to not have the ability to unambiguously furnish information as to

the phase of these particles. The results of the foil impactor are sufficiently

ambiguous to cast some doubt on the interpretation of the results from this

device. The pilot's impressions are subject to some question also, although

he has the impression of large quantities of mostly liquid particles being

present in the updraft regions. The phase question will not unambiguously be

answered based on the data gathered during the 1975 summer season, but the data

should provide some additional insight into the problem. The addition of the Cloud

Particle camera in subsequent seasons should enable this distinction to be made.

The PMS- FSSP probe and the Johnson-Williams liquid water

content probes were to have gathered data on the location and quantity of

cloud liquid water concentration. Both of these pieces of equipment worked

very well during the entire season and provided some very good data that at

first glance seemed to agree quite well with each other. The greatest abundance

of cloud water is found in the active updraft portions of the cloud as has

been previously reported. The combination of the data from the two probes

will enable a much more quantitative appraisal of the total cloud water present

and the FSSP probe will provide a size spectra of the droplets present up

to 45 p.

Data on the turbulence spectra inside thunderstorms was to be gathered

with the Humphrey accelerometer and the Rosemount differential pressure trans-

ducer (airspeed dluctuations). Since the Humphrey accelerometer failed early

in the season, this data will be unavailable for use toward this goal but the

airspeed transducer worked quite well during the entire season. A program
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already exists to analyze this data to acquire turbulence spectra and some

of this analysis should be done this winter.

Previous work has shown that the high reflectivity zones are composed

primarily of ice particles. The addition of the hail sensor to the T-28 system

in 1975 was seen as a means of obtaining much more quantitative information

about the composition of the high reflectivity zones. The PMS 2-D

probe and the foil impactor were expected to provide very good supporting

data for this study. The combination of this quantitative data was seen as

a very good check on the Dual-wavelength Radar system for hail

detection. Things such as the threshold of detection, effects of wet and

dry particles on reflectivity, the actual presence of hail, the effects of

various drop size spectra on radar reflectivity, and the presence or absence

of rain with hail were also seen as potential studies that could be done with

the equipment carried on the T-28 and the precise radar data from the Grover

site.

Primary research effort was devoted to penetrations of the lower re-

flectivity portion of the clouds during the season, so few penetrations of the

high reflectivity zones were made but those that were made should provide the

necessary basis for a start on the above studies. Hail sensor data appears

valid for only one flight during the season so this alone will restrict the

amount of data available for the above studies.

Recommendations

Operations were generally smooth and successful, with very good cooperation

between SDSMIIT and NJIRE efforts.

Basing the T-28 out of Cheyenne still appears to be desirable, although
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Cheyenne does have a couple of shortcomings that could be overcome. The

electrical power available there is somewhat less than desired in quality

and quantity in that the building used as an office and lab is very old and

has only a two-wire system. There are no available hangars on the field

and all aircraft work must be done outside on the ramp. A better electrical

system should be installed at the Cheyenne facility to improve our capability

and the safety of operations there. According to the operator at Cheyenne,

there is a good chance that there will be hangar space available next year.

The base radio facility at Cheyenne proved extremely helpful in many

cases. The daily weather briefing over this system with frequent updates on

the weather and T-28 status were most helpful.

The radar control and tracking system worked very well during the season.

The absence of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) controllers at Grover

only infrequently added to the confusion since the Grover site has no idea when the

FAA Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) was talking to the airplane or vice

versa. This minor problem can easily be resolved by replacement of the FAA

personnel at Grover. The extreme air traffic congestion along the SE edge of

the area was at times a source of some confusion with no direct FAA contact at

Grover. With the ever present congestion along this edge of the area it would

be a good procedure to avoid operations there whenever possible.

The radar data play-back complete with aircraft track through the aData

Acquisition and Display System (DADS) proved very useful during the summer

and should routinely be used as a learning tool during the season.
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As in previous years, there is need for closer control of radar operations

in support of the aircraft measurements to be sure that the sector being

scanned, the elevation steps, and the scan rate are always optimized to the

study being performed.

While a report of this kind tends to emphasize problems, all participants

in the T-28 summer program were very pleased with the outcome of the summer

operations. The one exception was the failure to test the Cloud Particle

camera. The success was due to several factors: the excellent teamwork on

the instrumentation effort just prior to and during the field season, between

SDSM & T, NHRE, NCAR and PMS (Particle Measuring Systems, the manufacturer

of the 2-D and FSSP probes); exceptionally good weather for flights; good

aircraft tracking support (University of Nevada Desert Research Institute [DRI])

and radar support (NHRE/NCAR); and the fact that the T-28 program was the

primary field effort this year, so that it received undivided attention during

operation. It is anticipated that important contributions to the understanding

of hailstorms will result from this summer's operation.
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Radar

The 1975 season had two general goals for the Grover radar. One was

to install and test the equipment developed over the past year, and the other

was to operate and collect data to support other field operations such as

T-28 flights and mobile hail collection teams. Thus, the radar activities

are divided into the general categories of operations and engineering.

Operations Summary

Objective

The primary operational objective for 1975 was to support field tests

of the SDSM&T T-28 aircraft. In addition, the Multiplexed Input NHRE Averager II

(MINA II) was integrated into the system and various tests of it and its attendant

displays were also made (covered in the equipment section). A third objective

was to make additional antenna gain measurements to more firmly establish the

reliability of the reflectivity measurements. Finally, from 18 through 23

August, the radar was put back into operation for the purpose of comparing

measured radar reflectivities with precipitation samples collected by University

of Wyoming mobiles. These operations, while not originally in the '75 operations

plan, are covered with the rest of the '75 operations in the discussions that

follow.

Discussion

The 1975 field operations went quite well as far as the Grover radar was

concerned. Table 1 summarizes the data collected. The following sections

discuss the general activities of the summer in more detail. While the primary

purpose of the '75 operation was the field test and evaluation of equipment,

we did in fact collect good data on several days.
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Table 1

Summary of Grover radar data collected during the 1975 season.

Magnetic tapes collected:

MINA II

7 July-l August 98
18-23 August 38

Doppler processor

7-31 July 37

DADS

3 July-23 August 55

Color Doppler/Reflectivity
time-lapse movies

21-31 July 5 rolls

Polaroids of Grover Radar

22-23 August 15

One of the operational problems that was troublesome throughout the '75

season was the antenna control (digitizer). In this respect there were two

unrelated items. One was the lightning-caused damage to the digitizer. This

resulted in several bits being lost in the azimuth encoder that caused the

antenna to get turn-around signals at the wrong azimuths from the main PPI

where sector-scan azimuth limits originate. Most of this was corrected

within a few days of the damage but some lingering problems continued through-

out the season. This caused the loss of some data when the antenna reversed

directions prior to reaching the fiducial lines set at the edge of the echo.

While this was not the usual situation, it happened frequently enough to be

somewhat troublesome.
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The second antenna digitizer problem was that the table of switch settings

used to get "even scans" did not work. Here the purpose was to have the

antenna complete an entire volume scan of storms and always return to the

lowest elevation scan on the same side of the storm. Some of the reasons for

requiring even scans are no longer relevant, but for dual-wavelength purposes,

it is still a desirable goal. Thus, a number of hours were spent attempting

to derive switch settings from a theoretical point of view but the efforts

were unsuccessful. An empirical approach did result in the generation of a

complete table of workable numbers. Once this was done, the general set-up

of antenna control switches was much easier to do to get predictable results.

Unfortunately, the correct set of numbers were derived on 22 July 1975 so

that much of the season went by under the frustration of not knowing what

each setting would do.

The last operations related item is the addition on 15 July of the A-scope

to show storm reflectivities. This was added through the closed-circuit TV

display into the operations room. The reflectivities came from the MINA II

output and were useful in obtaining real time reflectivity profiles through

storms.

Antenna gain measurements were made five times during July 1975 using

the sphere as a target and four times using the dihedral target mounted on

the pole on the bluffs (123.3° azimuth, 14.86 km surveyed position). Table 2

lists these values along with the average value resulting from the 1974

measurements. Note that the results from the sphere and dihedral target

agree very well. The 1975 values are also close to those calculated in 1974.
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While the average deviation from the mean value of 44.1 dB is only 0.5 dB,

it may be possible to reduce this uncertainty even further. Humidity may

account for 0.3 or 0.4 dB of the 0.5 dB average deviation. In any case,

the overall average antenna gain value of 44.1 dB is more than adequate for

operational and research use.

Table 2

Summary of atenna gain measurements.

Absolute Deviation
Antenna Gain (dB) from Mean (dB)

Date Sphere Dihedral Sphere Dihedral

1974 (5 values) 44.52 0.4

7 July 1975 43.4 0.7

11 July 1975 44.4 0.3

18 July 1975 44.7 44.4 0.6 0.3

23 July 1975 44.1 0.0

25 July 1975 43.6 43.6 0.5 0.5

31 July 1975 43.4 42.9 0.7 1.2

1975 average: 43.90 43.75

average of all: 44.21 43.75

overall average: 44.08 0.50
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The dihedral target appears to be an excellent means of measuring the

antenna gain of the system. It is much easier to use since it is always

at the same location (an advantage discussed further below) and only one

person is needed for on-site operations. While the man-power saving is not

critical, the capability to make more frequent calibrations is. Now it should

be possible to complete an entire antenna gain measurement in less than half

an hour. In this respect, it might be well worth it to remotely control the

dihedral target from the Grover site. This would make it possible to use the

target whenever desired with very little effort. The other use of the target

is as a standard for azimuth alignment since its location has been surveyed

and the position is accurately known. Thus, antenna gain measurements and

azimuth alignment checks can be performed simultaneously by using the dihedral

target.

At least.twice the antenna gain measurements were recorded on magnetic

tape. The first time it was recorded by DADS and the returned measured

signal differed by only 0.5 dB from the calculated value for the sphere target

on 11 July 1975. This is most satisfying. The second recorded measurement

is contained in the MINA II data. As usual, on each operational day, a

calibration of the receiver system was made.

It was also attempted to calibrate the main raw-video PPI display for

use in measuring radar reflectivities. The result of this was a reflectivity

calculator (circular slide rule) which converted the VIDEO GAIN setting for

a minimal detectable signal (MDS) target into reflectivity. A check of the values

obtained using randomly selected selected signal generator power levels suggests that reflec-

tivities can be easily measured to within + 3 dB. The aforementioned A-scope and DADS
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both provide reflectivies more easily; however, it is now possible to use

a raw video display if the need arises.

Similarly, an attempt was made to obtain quantitative information from

the DRI M-33 S-band PPI. This was not too successful for at least two reasons.

One is that the display in the operations room apparently comes through a

linear receiver (as opposed to CP-2's log receiver). This tends to put all

of the useful gain control settings in a very small portion of its full

range of settings; thus, a slight change in gain control setting can produce

a large reflectivity difference in one part of its range while in another part,

a large change of setting produces little change in reflectivity. A second

reason for this failing was the lack of an S-band signal generator in the DRI

system. The same point can be made here as in the previous paragraph. It is

possible to get quantitative information from the M-33 display if such is

desired. This may be useful next year, especially if the antenna is improved

to give better sensitivity. However, a change to a logarithmic receiver

would be necessary to take full advantage of this capability.

The Field Observing Facility (FOF) color display and Doppler processor was

installed at the beginning of the season, but the lightning on 7 July damaged the

system such that it was not operational until 16 July. It continued in service

until 31 July. Color Doppler time-lapse movies were taken from 21 to 31 July.

Only the Doppler velocities were useful throughout these times. Reflectivities

were generally not useful because of some problems in processing these signals.

Perhaps the highlight of the season was the range height indicator (RHI)
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color Doppler data that were collected (RHV - Range Height Velocity). These

clearly showed the flow of air in and up from front through the back on

several storms, see Fig. 6.

On two occasions we had hail at the Grover site (16 and 23 July). During

the 16 July storm the radar was operated at vertical incidence part of the

time.

On 22 July 1975 the M-33 X-band data signal was connected through MINA II

and first recorded on magnetic tape.

Again in 1975 several gust fronts were detected by the CP-2 radar.

Notable among these were those on 28 July and on 20 August. The first had

a series of three intersecting gust fronts which joined together before

passing over Grover. The second was from a cold front and was detectable

from NE of Kimball, Nebraska, to Loveland, Colorado.

During the additional week of operation in August, the S-band magnetron

of DRI's M-33 burned out on 22 August, at about 1600 MDT. As it would have

taken several hours of on-time to "burn in" a new one properly, DRI's

operations ended on this date.

There were a number of aircraft flight tests to check the various tracking

systems. The CP-2 radar was operated in support of these on several

occasions with some of the tests recorded on tape. In general, we were able

to skin paint the various aircrafts throughout their flights (except when

passing directly over the radar site), even beyond the DRI M-33 tracking range.

While these aircraft were easily detectable with the radar, its use in storm

detection precludes its use as a tracking radar.
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Figure 6. An RHV (Range, Height, Velocity) picture taken from the

color Doppler display developed by the Field Observing Facility of NCAR

and located at the NHRE field site at Grover, Colorado. The picture shows

a large storm on 31 July 1975. A legend for the Doppler velocity (only

radial components are detected) is composed of the color bars on the right

side under the '"V." Each step represents about 3 m/s velocity increments

with "+" values indicating air motion away from the radar and "-" values

for air approaching the radar. Vertical magnification is four times that

of the horizontal.

The overlay is a subjective streamline analysis. The gray areas

indicate zero radial velocity; the air was likely moving, but not toward

or away from the radar. The larger (1:1 scale) streamline analysis was made

by stretching the storm horizontally to remove the vertical magnification.

Both analyses show the inflow on the forward side of the storm which apparently

becomes the main updraft and then flows out primarily through the anvil toward

the east (right). Some air enters the rear of the storm and part flows up

and out the back and part goes into the forward-moving downdraft. A gust

front likely existed near the ground but was below the lower limit of radar

data.
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On 22 August, a number of polaroid pictures were taken of both the raw

video PPI scope and the contoured video display from MINA II off the TV

monitor in the operations room. The initial few were primarily for exposure

tests, but the last seven document rather well the nocturnal line of thunder-

storms sampled by the Wyoming mobiles. The polaroids, while quite easy to

take, provide a useful record of storm activities. They can also give real-

time information on storm motions not readily available from other records.

Assessment

The radar support of the T-28 aircraft operations was good. Except for

the period immediately following the lightning-caused damage on 7 July, the

radar was up and supplying data needed to make the required operational

decisions.

The integration of MINA II into the radar system went forward smoothly

through the month. The recorded data should be very good for research

purposes; they may well be the best ever recorded at Grover by virtue of

having over 10 times as many range gates as were available from MINA I.

The results of the antenna gain measurements confirmed the calibrations

of the previous year. The dihedral target proved to be useful both as a

standard for azimuth alignment and as another means of measuring antenna

gain.

The extra week of combined activity with the University of Wyoming

mobiles to check radar reflectivities met its objective very well. While

the first five days of the week were generally disappointing because of the
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lack of strong storms and our failure to intercept anything more than light

rain, the operations on the night of 22/23 August were quite satisfying.

Several storms were intercepted, two of which were hailstorms. The measured

rain rates, estimated hail sizes, and radar reflectivities appeared in

reasonable agreement but the data needs Ito be reduced before the proper

quantitative values are available for comparison.

Recommendations and Conclusions

The nighttime hail on 22/23 August does point to the desirability of

24-hour-a-day operations. These storms were by far the best within the

general experimental area all week.

The polaroids of the raw video were useful at the end of the days'

operations to review the activities. Hourly (or perhaps 15-minute intervals)

polaroids would make a good visual aid to have on record so people could get

a quick idea of the storm conditions as the day progressed. This would be

fairly inexpensive to implement and easy to do during routine operations.

To some extent, time-lapse movies of the radar scope would sever this same

purpose.

Equipment and Engineering

Objective

The first objective was the general support of meteorological operations.

This involved insuring the proper operation of all equipment concerned with

the antenna and real time, live video displays. Another objective of the

1975 season was the testing of the new MINA II. The fabrication and
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cursory testing had been completed during the winter and

spring but actual video and real-time operational antenna pointing

inputs were necessary for complete testing. A third objective was the

recording of digital data taken from the X-band and S-band radars.

Discussion

Preseason preparation required one engineer and one technician to spend

a total of fifteen days at Grover. This time was spent testing old subsystems

and integrating new and modified subsystems. Once operations began a student

was added to assist with general procedures and operation of the digital

tape recorders. Work days were generally from 9 a.m. until 8 p.m. The

operational schedule required twelve continuous days of service followed by

a two-day break before the final twelve-day period. Additional service was

performed by only the technician during the post season operation that

occurred the week of 18 August. A student assistant was also present for

data recording.

Assessment

The MINA II, with some qualification, performed well. Although only

a few tapes have been examined the indication is that the data were properly

recorded. A total of 136 MINA II tapes and 37 Doppler tapes were recorded.

The automatic transfer from one tape recorder to the other did not always

occur. The new contoured displays did not become operational until the last

week of the season but seemed to be of little interest to the operations

personnel. Some types of contoured display (dotted contour lines and solid

contour lines) were difficult to interpret from the user point of view even
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though they are analytically and quantitatively correct.

Considerable effort was made (and is to be made) in improving the ease

with which equipment failures can be remedied. An intercom was added between

the radome and the radar data office, indicator lights are being added to

antenna control panels. Obsolete and unused cabling is being removed and

the remaining cables are being labeled for faster troubleshooting. A complete

reorganization of spare parts is in progress. The addition of transient

suppression components is in progress to protect equipment from electrical

storms.

Two serious malfunctions affected the season's operations. A few days

before the season began, the 300-pound low-speed elevation gearbox "hung up."

This required about a 35-man-day effort for its removal, refurbishment and

replacement. No loss of operational data resulted from this failure. Shortly

after operations began a late night electrical storm damaged nearly every

electronic subsystem involved with the research radar. During the repair,

two days were completely lost followed by two days at reduced capability.

Other minor failures occurred but caused insignificant degradation in the data

or operations.

If operations and the situation had permitted a considerable amount of

documentation and calibration had been planned for the season. The high

level of activity, however, did not permit the completion of these goals.
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NOAA/NCAR Sailplane

Objectives

1. To obtain in-cloud aircraft measurements with the sailplane flights

coordinated with the CHILL radar, chaff drops, sailplane tracking and stereo

cameras to study the microphysical and dynamic development of unseeded clouds.

2. To investigate the microphysical changes occurring in clouds seeded

with AgI generated from a NOAA-Patton acetone burner and to test the operation

of the burner.

3. To investigate jointly with the Denver Research Institute the

microphysical changes occurring in clouds seeded with 1,5 DN, an organic

nucleant, and to test the operation of the generator.

Discussion

Preliminary review of the data shows that the summer program was very

successful. A summary of cases is shown in Tables 3 and 4 along with a few

comments about various parts of the data. The better cases are indicated

by an asterisk in the left column. Most of the objectives were met. Thirteen

cases of measurements were obtained in unseeded clouds, seven cases of AgI

seeding, and three cases of 1,5 DN seeding.

The AgI seeding of clouds went quite well once the burners were mounted

on the towplane. A delay was experienced in getting started with AgI seeding

because of a problem of getting FAA approval for the burner mounting. This

delay was made up for by giving more emphasis to seeding experiments during the

last three weeks of the season. Once mounted and adjusted, the acetone burners

worked reliably for the rest of the project. The only hitch was the burnout



Table 3

Summary of Natural Cases

In Cloud I) Particle Camera Ice Collections
# of

Date Climb (Km) Temp ('C) Time Roll # Frames Comments # Time Comments Remarks
1975

July 7 ---- '-- 1430-1530 930 3200 Graupel & some -None Flew down through cloud
structured ice & later in virga near

Leadville

July 8 4.9/5.4 0/-4 1330-1345 931 3200 Low conc. of 1 Very few mm graupel Over Turqoise Lake
graupel

A.9/6.0 2 Lots of mm graupel; Close to airport
Some high density

*July 9 6.0/6.3 -7/-8 1236-1245 932 700 Low ice conc.; 3 Lots of 1 mm graupel; loose structure 5 Km W Airport; horiz.
one good penetration; 10 UW
dendrite penetration.

4 A few graupel like # 3 O0

-July 11 6.0/6.1 -11/-12 1649-1651 933 78 None 2 Km W Weston Pass;
10 UW penetration

July 14 4.8/5.0 1200-1205 933 1200 Low ice part. None Over Mosquito Range
concen.; one
good dendrite

July 15 4.4/4.8 934 1500

July 17 5.0/5.9 1342-1357 935 2700 5 Artifacts, melted & refrozen drops; Over Fairplay

5.0/5.7 1415-1432 6 Some tiny rime fragments; one hex Over Fairplay
plate about 200O

Jul-y 21 5.0/5.7 -2/- 1228-1233 936 100 None W. of Weston Pass

* Denotes better cases

1) For the better cases this data was taken from processed sailplane data. For other cases it is usually from Vim's summary sheets.



Table 3

Summary of Natural Cases (Cont'd)

1)
In Cloud Particle Camera Ice Collections

# of
Date Climb(Km) Temp(°C) Time Roll # Frames Comments # Time Comments Remarks
1975

July 23 in virga ' 10 Some rime fragments; nothing recogn.; Over Mosquito
no photos range

* 5.0/5.6 -2/ 1405-1420, 937 3200 Some good small 11 Very few rime fragments; no photos Over Leadville
images; high
ice toward end

12 Not exposed

* 5.0/5.8 -2/-8 1435-1450J 13 Heavily rimed snow & graupel; very 6 Km SE of Airport
dense collection

*July 25 4.9/6.8 "1130-1150 939 2000 Low graupel 17, 18 Melted in route Over Mosquito
followed by range
high conc.;
spectacular
image near end

July 30 4.4/4.6 41450-1500 None None 7 Km E. of Airport

*Aug 7 5.2/6.1 -2/-9 1412-1417 947 2200 A few lg ice; 27 Rather sparse collection; 1/2 doz. Near Leadville; B
coarse reticul.; 1-2mm, very open graupel; rime fragmts; CSU A/C penetr.;
poor droplet rimed hex plates; nearly unrimed sectors chaff
images;magn.=l to dendrites

*Aug 8 5.5/6.1 -5/-9 1243-1249 948 1000 Droplet reticul; 28 Much like 27; more butsmaller graupel; 3 Km NE Mosquito
poor droplet fewer crystals; about same amount of ice pass
images; few lg as 27
ice; magn=l



Table 4

Summary of Seeded Cases

1 )

In C-loud ) Particle Camera Ice Nuclei Filters Ice Collections

#of 2)
Date Climb(Km) Temp(°C) Time Roll # Frames Comments # Results. # Time Comments Remarks
1975

July 22 5.5/6.0 1430-1445 936 1200 Low ice part. 4 Background 7 Lots of rimed crystals, mostly 2 Km N. of Horse-
conc. hex plates and sectors; Some shoe mt; 1,5DN

thick plates, few rimed prisms.
8 Nothing
9 Nothing

4 July 24 5.0/6.0 -5/-12 1303-1315 938 2500 Low conc. of 2 Backgrount 14, Lots of heavily rimed snow; Turq. Lk, AgI,
graupel thru- counts 15, fragmts; lot of mm graupel; wrong updraft
out small xstal size in many graupel seeded -

July 28 5.6/6.5 -8/-14 1228-1240 940 2400 Very high ice 7 1st 1/3-above 20 Copious amts of tiny, unrimed 2 Km NW Sheep Mt;
conc.; tiny background; ice crystals good AgI case
ice over much rest had high
of roll counts

July 29 4.8/6.1 -1/-8 1408-1421 941 2700 A few graupel 9 Background? 21 Several mm con graupel; warm Mosquito pass;
only Photo missing dense growth at blunt end, very AgI

lg crys. size.

Aug. 1 4.8/512 -4/-7 1213-1230 943 1700 Several pene- 2 Few counts .23 Sparse collection of tiny, un- 7 Km SSE Airport;
trations of shown in 1st rimed crystals probably good AgI

1/4 of filter; case
higher cts. on
remaining part

* Denotes better cases
1) For the better cases this data was taken from processed sailplane data. For other cases it is usually from Vim's stmmary sheets.
2) Part of each filter was processed at X -20°C. Remaining part could be processed at different temperatures.



Table 4

Summary of Seeded Cases (Cont'd)

In Cloudl) Particle Camera Ice Nuclei Filters Ice Collections

#of
Date Climb(Km) Temp(°C) Time Roll # Frames Comments Results 

2
) # Time Comments Remarks

1975

*Aug 4 6.0/6.8 -12/-15 1656-1710 944 2400 Low ice part. 7 Higher than 24 Hex crystals (m6stly sectors & 10 Km SE Buena
concentration usual backgrnd; plates) with various deg. of Vista; 1,5 DN

could be natural riming; rime fragmts. not very
nuclei; fairly abundant
uniform conc.
everywhere; no
sharp changes

*Aug 5 6.5/7.9 -14/-24 1618-1645 945 3200 High ice conc. 1 Slightly above 25 A few crystals; some somewhat Mdpt Horseshoe,
spectacular backgrnd last rimed; some hollow prisms with Weston passes;
near end 1/2 c/a to 3 or 4 1,5 DN

*Aug 6 5.3/7.9 -5/-9 1229-1240 946 1300 Some good 6 Perhaps slightly 26 Enormously abundant collection Mosquito pass;
small ice above backgrnd of rimed snow. AgI
images; a good in sm area
big graupel 90-150°
image

Aug 8 5.6/5.9 -6/-9 1652-1658 949 800 Low ice part. 11 Background cts 29 Very dense collection; Rime, Twin Lakes;
concen. crystals, small graupel AgI. . . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g
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of one of the ignition units, but this was quickly and easily replaced.

The NOAA-Patton generator can be relied upon to perform properly. The

output efficiency of this burner was tested in the Colorado State University

(CSU) cloud chamber before and after the field season. Thie results showed

the output to be consistent with that expected.

Seven attempts were made to investigate seeded clouds. The filters

show that success in getting into the AgI plume definitely-occurred on two

of these occasions and possibly as many as four cases. The two cases should

be very interesting and analysis is underway. One of these cases may be

useful for dispersion studies,

The 1,5 DN organic nuclei generator failed to produce the anticipated

number of nuclei. Measurements by the CSU Aerocommander with a Mee Ice

Nucleus Counter directly behind the aircraft, showed the concentration of ice

nuclei to be only 200 to 300 liter , and this was after considerable effort

had been made to modify and tune the generator. This is at least two orders

of -magnitude below what was expected. By way of comparison, the AgI burner

gave counts of 6,000-7,000 liter under similar circumstances, and this

number is probably low because the counter may not be able to maintain the

desired supersaturation with such high counts. There are indications that

the generator used in Leadville may not have performed as well as the one

used in South Dakota. This would be difficult to ascertain since a quantita-

tive comparison may not be possible. It appears that considerably more work
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needs to be done on the design, construction, and testing of organic nuclei

generators before organic nucleants can be reliably dispensed in the concentra-

tions desired by NHRE.

Although the 1,5 DN nuclei generator did not produce the expected

nuclei output, there may be one case for which there was a slight increase

in nuclei count in the cloud. The ice particle concentration must be

correlated with the ice nuclei counts before certainty can be established.

Technically, the field season went very smoothly. No research flights

were cancelled or lost because of equipment malfunction. This is considered

a great accomplishment and a real credit to the technical staff of the

sailplane group. The J-W hot wire LWC meter, the reverse flow temperature

probe, and the turbulence meter, which were all added this year, performed

without any problems. However, the gyro system with the new roll stabilized

platform for the direction gyro did not function satisfactorily. The plat-

form keeps the output from the gyro linear and usable until the gyro tumbles,

but. the gyro still tumbles after about 10 minutes when the sailplane is in a

continuous 30° turn, which is the usual mode of operation. It was also

discovered that the attitude gyro tumbles when the sailplane spirals in a

left turn for periods exceeding about 5 minutes. The system as it is now

is not reliable for either flight safety or scientific use and the manufacturer

of the instrument (Humphreys, Inc.) does not offer much hope of overcoming

the problems with the system. A better and more sophisticated gyro package

is required to obtain the needed reliability. Every summer'gyro problems
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have been experienced due to the extended period of spiraling. The pilot

has sometimes avoided larger storms because he cannot rely on the gyros.

If the sailplane is to fly in larger storms, it must have a gyro system that

the pilot can depend upon for flight safety.

Assessment

Objective 1 was met almost entirely. Most of the goals set for objective

2 were also met. However, the proper circumstances to be able to study

dispersion may not have existed. Although the technical reliability and

operational state of the 1,5 DN generator was determined, the scientific

goals for objective 3 probably were not met.

Recommendation

1. Additional investigation on organic nucleants must be done before

they are considered for use in NHRE. The AgI acetone burner, on the other

hand, worked well and is recommended for future use in NHRE cloud base seeding

for suppression.

2: It is strongly recommended that NHRE purchase a better gyro system

for the sailplane. Before doing so a survey of what is available must be

performed so the chosen system will work reliably on the sailplane in

extended turns. From a preliminary survey, the cost of a satisfactory system

will be in the neighborhood of $15,000.
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Precipitation, Meteorological Stations and Hail Pad Arrays

Objectives

The principal aim of the 1975 ground measurement network effort was

to conduct tests on the rain/hail separator system and the optical hail

disdrometer. Components of the separator were to be function-tested and

modifications to the digital recorder electronics and siphon setups were

to be implemented and tested. The prototype disdrometers were to undergo

additional performance testing and a second generation model was to be

field tested for reliability of hail measurements. The result of the dis-

drometer tests is a technical report on the instrument detailing its

configuration, operation, history and future. A secondary aim was to

construct and operate a dense hail pad array at the Grover field site to

provide data for a spectral analysis of the small-scale spatial hail fall

variation. Finally, NHRE personnel were to develop standardized field

operating procedures for collection and reporting of data and for quality

control and instrument calibration.

Discussion

The separator tests were designed to provide data about numerous

modifications to various components of the instrument as outlined in Table 5.

Five sites were outfitted with:

2 Rain/Hail Separators

1 Belfort Weighing Raingauge

4 Hail pads

1 Disdrometer

1 Mesometeorological network setup including:

Temperature Humidity

Pressure Wind Speed/Direction



Table 5

Instrumentation Modifications

Component Item Tested __ .Locations of Instruments

Separator Line flow restriction All separators

Catchment Reservoir Site 111 Sep #1

Mod #1 Low Resistance Site 111 Sep #1
Siphon .|Contacts Site 320 Sep #1

Mod #2 Contacts Site 333 Sep #1

Lowered Matching Resist-

Recorder ance Same as above

Waterproof siphon connector, Site 111 Sep #2

dessicant and Gel Cell re- Site 421 Sep #2

chargeable battery Site 30 Sep #2

Site 222 Sep #2
Site 333 Sep #2

- I.
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Site 111 was located at the Chapel Ranch, 222 at the Grover Field

Site, 333 at Butler Airport, 420 and 320 on Highway 71 north of the Chapel

Ranch.

In addition to function tests of each of the modifications to the

instruments, cross-correlation data was accumulated for reliability studies.

Table 6 shows the precipitation events for the field season (1 July-31 July;

18 August-22 August).

Assessment

Performance tests of each of the modifications were conducted in the

field by a field technician. From the observer notes and field log the

following conclusions have been drawn:

1. The Gel Cell batteries behaved comparably with the Gates recharge-

able. This confirmed the results of the earlier laboratory tests. The only

significant difference appeared to be that the Gel Cell appeared to be more

heat-sensitive than the Gates. On a number of occasions when the recorder

with a Gel Cell was exposed to 5-10 minutes of direct sunlight with the lid

open, the recorder would make quick recordings with no data present. A

recorder, similarly equipped but with a Gates battery, showed no such heat-

sensitivity. The dark-colored case of the Gel Cell may contribute to this

problem.

2. Modification #1 to the siphon proved to be unsatisfactory.

This modification which was designed to lower the conductive

resistance of the dumping siphon by shortening the distance between the probe

and the water. The arrangement does cut the resistance between the contacts



Table 6

Instrumentation Comparison - Station 111

Rain Gage Depth [in.] Hailpads impacted [No.]
Amount (cc) Normalized for Computed Average Hail Separator #1 - Volume (cc) Separator #2 - Volume (cc)

Date Time Comparison to Separator Volume (cc) R - Rain; H = Hail R = Rain; H = Flail

6/16 1440-1520 [.05] No Record 1500-1526 R 100
(161)

6/17 1530-1920 [.25] No Record 1556-1920 R 748
(803)

6/21 1025-1330 [.15] 1323 R 271 1037-1344 R 475
(482)

6/28 2125-2205 [.45] [4] 2145-2202 R 871 Malfunction
(1445)

7/5 1650-1715 [.08] 1656-1657 R 169 Malfunction
(257)

7/5 2335-2350 [.15] No Record Malfunction
(482) 4

7/7 2320-0200 [.35] 2338-2343 R 266 Malfunction
(1124)

7/16 2050-2320 [.15] 2127-2200 R 702 2203-2226 R 200
(482)

7/21 1610-1710 [.05] 1636-1658 R 127 1645-1656 R 75
(161)

7/22 925-940 [.05] 934-937 R 75 933-936 R 100
(161)

7/22 1520-1650 [.35] 1603-1713 R 557 (1124)1606-1702 R 725
(1124) (195)

7/24 2010-2045 [.10] 2026-2039 R 274 (265)2026-2040 R 252
(321)

7/30 510-600 [.05] 533 R 25 (95)No Record
(161)

7/30 950-1005 [.05] 951-953 R 50 No Record
(161)

7/30 1645-1950 [.70] 1701-1856 R 387 (300)1701-1947 R 1348
(2248) 1759 H 25 1831-1916 H 66

7/31 1515-1605 [.15] 1525-1526 R 107 1521-1548 R 381

(482)

8/16 1940-2020 [.1] [4] No Record 2002-2021 R 179
(321) (11) H 51



Table 6 (continued)

Instrumentation Comparison - Station 222

Rain Gage Depth [in.] Hailpads impacted [No.]
Amount (cc) Normalized for Computed Average Hail Separator #1 - Volume (cc) Separator #2- Volume (cc)

Date Time Comparison to Separator Volume (cc) R - Rain; H = Hail R - Rain; H - Hail

6/16 1335-1450 [.07] 1403-1446 R 150 1420-1444 100
(225)

6/16 1930-2020 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

6/18 1925-2130 [.55] 1935-2128 R 1512 1941-2135 R 102
(1767) H 288

6/19 0230-0400 [.05] 235-349 R 125 Malfunction
(161)

7/7 2200-0010 [.55] 2227-0027 R 1830 2228-0022 R 1838
(1767)

7/16 1815-1850 [.7] [4] 1820-1942 R 1778 1821-1947 R 1840
(2248) (3.7) 1821 H 32 1821 H 17

7/23 1550-1605 [.1] [4] 1556-1600 R 209 1605-1615 R 232
(321) (17) H 259

7/30 1720-1750 [.05] 1740-1744 R 50 1739-1742 R 50
(161)

8/22 0005-0110 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)



Table 6 (continued)

Instrumentation Comparison - Station 320

Rain Gage Depth [in.] Hailpads impacted [No.]
Amount (cc) Normalized for Computed Average Hail Separator #1 - Volume (cc) Separator #2 - Volume (cc)

Date Time Comparison to Separator Volume (cc) R E Rain; H - Hail R - Rain; H E Hail

6/20 1930-1950 [.05] 1939 R 25 No Record
(161)

6/21 1115-1240 [.1] 1121-1125 R 211 No Record
(321)

6/21 1630-1650 [.05] 1639 R 25 No Record
(161)

6/28 2125-2245 [.1] [2] 2204-2235 R 225 No Record
E .(321) H 33

7/7 2250-0140 [.3] 2311-142 R 779 2312-2313 50
(964)

7/15 1800-2150 [.15] 1859-2153 R 354 2144 25
(482)

7/16 2115-2235 [.1] 2135-2235 R 350 2129 25
(321)

7/19 1710-1750 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/21 1620-1700 [1.3] [4] 1624-1649 R 2120 No Record
(4176) (31) H 128

8/16 1845-1955 [.8] [4], Malfunction 1857-1909 R 321
(2597) (86) H 107



Table 6 (continued)

Instrumentation Comparison - Station 333

Rain Gage Depth [in.] Hailpads impacted [No.]
Amount (cc) Normalized for Computed Average Hail Separator #1 - Volume (cc) Separator 22 - Volume (cc)

Date Time Comparison to Separator Volume (cc) R - Rain; H E Hail R = Rain; H = Hail

6/14 1200-1305 [.2] No Record No Record
(642).

6/16 1440-1520 . [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

6/17 1540-1620 . [.2]
(642) No Record No Record

6/18 1940-2155 [.15] No Record No Record
(482)

6/19 310-530 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

6/21 1410-1530 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/6 0005-45 [.1] No Record No Record
(321)

7/7 2155-0030 [.35] :No Record No Record
(1124)

7/16 1740-1920 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/18 2005-2025 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/19 1640-1700 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/22 1400-1430 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/23 2030-2040 [.05] No Record No Record
(161)

7/30 1840-1945 [.05] No Record 1942 R 25
(161)

8/16 1800-1825 [.10] [4] No Record No Record
(321) (6)

8/21 1810-1910 [.05] No Record No Record

(161)

8/22 0100-0130 [.05] No Record No Record
(761)



Table 6 (continued)

Instrumentation Comparison - Station 421

Rain Gage Depth [in.] Hailpads impacted [No.]
Amount (cc) Normalized for Computed Average Hail Separator #1 - Volume (cc) Separator #2 - Volume (cc)

Date Time Comparison to Separator Volume (cc) R- Rain; H Hail R E Rain; H Hail

6/17 2120-2200 [.2] No Record No Record
(642)

6/28 2140-2220 [.15] No Record No Record
(482)

7/6 0205-0215 [.05] No Record 211-221 R 252
(161)

7/7 2310-0150 [.2] No Record 2328-0042 R 1145
(642)

7/9 2155-2215 [.05] No Record 2203-2336 R 234
(161)

7/15 1830-1905 [.05] 1903-1909 R 150 1901-1908 R 150
(161)

7/16 2030-2240 [.05] 2116-2236 R 275 2048-2227 R 250
(161)

8/16 1900-2000 [.40] [4] No Record 1933-2001 R 284
(1285) (18) H 90
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from approximately 1.5m ohms to about 50k ohms but a film of water can bridge

the plastic gap after the water ceases to flow and "follower" drops left in the

outlet after the siphon is broken can cause multiple counts for a single dump.

The second modification reduces the resistance to 3.5k ohms and because

the water flows in opposite directions from the top of the outlet when the

siphon is broken, the "follower drop" ceases to be a problem. The modification

allows the matching resistance in the recorder to be decreased by a factor of

ten, from 2m ohms to 200k ohms, thereby desensitizing the recorder and

eliminating the problem of high ambient humidity and wetness causing the

recorder to activate when data are not present. The field test of this

modification confirms that this is in fact true. Recorder activation

occurred on five occasions of high humidity with the unmodified system

and even with a water-proof mil-spec siphon plug, but never occurred with

the desensitized recorders at the same locations. It appears that even use

of the waterproof plug and dessicant do not alleviate the humidity problem,

but desensitizing does.

3. No rain or sufficient intensity to test the siphon overload system

fell during the field tests. Laboratory tests of the line restrictions will

suffice for this test, however.

4. The problem of sticking film was present and caused data to be lost

on four occasions. No pattern for the problem is evident, but a revamping

of the film drive is now in process.

5. Light leaks are still being found, though the source of the leaks

has been identified and recorders are being sealed and tested at NCAR. The

light leaks put a streak across the film when the recorder case is opened

in direct sunlight.
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6. The questions about the hail reservoir were addressed and answers

obtained:

a. Wind has some affect on the ability of the reservoir to react

to small amounts of hail. The error involved is on the order of .1mm

hail.

b. Overloading of the reservoir by massive amounts (> 1000 cc) of

hail or large (> 7 cm diameter) hail have not been encountered.

c. Light motor oil or hydraulic oil function well to retard

evaporation and cost much less than silicone oil (which is $40/gal.).

7. For each station in Table 7, times, depth and volume of precipitation

are taken from the rain gauge charts. Hail pad average volumes are then shown.

Finally, each separator record is shown as time and total accumulation of rain

and hail for comparison to other instrumentation. All volumes are normalized

to the collection area of the separator (1265 cm
2). Rain gauge values are

estimated to the nearest .05 in (161 cc) which sets the accuracy of the

comparison.

The separator exhibited typical functional problems some of which were

mentioned above. The modified siphon improved the performance of the separator

system but additional quality control is necessary to assure that the system

is adequately functional since the systems functioned only slightly better

than 50% of the time. This poor record was partially due to the tests being

carried out, and partially to two rolls of film with large amounts of data on

them being exposed to sunlight and ruined.

8. Only one set of disdrometer data could be correlated with an actual

hailstorm. At site 320 on 21 July, the disdrometer was activated by hail and
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made nearly 500 exposures of particles (an average of 120 dents per hail pad

were counted). The prototype disdrometer, however, has shown an inability

to distinguish rain from hail (the small particle threshold is 2.5 mm diameter)

and the sizes and velocities of the particles measured were, on the whole,

unrelatable to reality.

9. No hail was encountered with the second-model disdrometer, though

tests performed on the instruments indicated that they were more reliable

than the prototypes. Two disdrometers were mounted on the University of

Wyoming chase vehicles and were used in hail chase operations during the week

of 18-22 August.

10. One hail pad array consisting of 50 pads arranged in two parallel

lines ten feet apart with ten feet between pads in a line was set up at the

Grover field site on July 8, 1975. The array received hail on July 16 and

July 23 and studies are currently underway to determine the spatial variance

of the hail by spectral analysis. In addition, the "out of level" pads were

noted and the effect of non-horizontal sampling surface is being studied.

Finally, select pads are being reduced by different persons to test the re-

producibility of the digitizing method.

A second pad array covering ten miles near the Grover field site replaced

the one above on the 28th of July and received hail on the 15th of August.

This array was constructed to lend itself more readily to spectral analysis

of the variance of hailfall.
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Recommendations

The objectives of the field season were generally met, but further tests

were indicated and such are under way. The separator components such as the

siphon and the hail reservoir are still unsatisfactory for field operation,

though additional tests of the latest modifications may indicate corrective

procedures.

The disdrometer is also scheduled for extensive additional testing of its

various components and its ability to measure hail. At the present time, the

instrument has not provided data to warrant a purchase of additional instruments.

Operational and quality control procedures for the network were refined

and a comprehensive plan for the 1976 field season network operation is being

complied. It appears that there is a necessity for a full-time electronics

technician to perform instrument maintenance during the field season, and at

least a part-time technician to help with the maintenance, testing and modifica-

tion of instruments during the off-season. Also, well-trained meteorological

technicians may be necessary in servicing and operating the network to ensure

the quality of the data and consistent functioning of the instrumentation.

Recommendations for improvements of instruments and operational procedures

have already been discussed and many are now being implemented. The test and

evaluation year has proved to be a valuable asset to the efficient functioning

of the NHRE field networks.
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Mobile Hail Sampling

Objectives

1. To observe and collect hailstones falling from storms in the NHRE

area and covered by the NHRE radar, particularly those storms in which the T-28

was involved.

2. To test the hail disdrometer.

Discussion and Assessment of Objective 1

During the period 9 through 31 July 1975, there were two mobiles in the

field. The T-28 and one or both of these mobiles were working the same storms

on these dates, and with the results shown in Table 8.

Table 7.

Storms with coordinated observations by the T-28 and
the hail-sampling mobiles.

Date Results

14 July no hail observed at ground
15 July no hail observed at ground
16 July hail collected
21 July hail collected
22 July hail collected
23 July hail collected
30 July no hail observed at ground
31 July hail observed; too small to collect

This is the first time that there has been such careful and successful

coordination between the T-28 penetrations and ground observations and the

data should prove valuable. Observations of the absence of hail at the ground

or of hail too small to be collected, when carefully correlated with the
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position and observations of the penetrating aircraft, is as important as

the collection of hail samples.

Although specific coordination of the mobiles with T-28 flights has not

previously been attempted, coordination with other planes and with radar

returns has been an objective for some time. In the light of the number of

occasions upon which this has been attempted in the past through guidance from

the staff of NHRE operations, this season has been a spectacular success.

The results for the 1974 NHRE field season suggest two changes in the

mobile operations. Because participation in the 1975 season was greatly

reduced, both in numbers of personnel and particularly in numbers of aircraft,

the changes suggested in the 1974 report were implemented. One person was

assigned to the direction of the ground crews exclusive of any other duties

and the radio frequency was dedicated solely to transmitting and receiving

information between the ground crews and the operations room. The results of

these changes are obvious.

The recommendations arising from the above are equally obvious. If

observations are to be made by mobile crews for any reason and in conjunction

with any other measuring system available to NHRE now or in the future,

direction of such crews must be the primary duty of a person and a

dedicated radio frequency must be available for such direction.

Discussion and Assessment of Objective 2

A hail disdrometer was installed in one of the mobiles during the last

week of the 1975 season and no useful data was collected.
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Nucleation Sampling

Objectives

To establish the relationship between atmospheric aerosols and hail

formation in NE Colorado. The immediate concern was to establish baseline

information on the natural variability of ice nuclei in relation to storm

activity and to supplement these measurements with information on wind speed

and direction, cloud condensation nucleus counts, chemistry of the ice nuclei,

and general information on the aerosol population.

It was planned to collect detailed data on ice nuclei activity at -16C

and -20C, wind speed and direction, cloud condensation and Aitken nucleus

counts and chemical analysis of the residue in the nucleated ice crystals.

In addition, a new tape cassette data acquisition system was to be tested

with an aerosol counter and the resulting data were to be reduced and correlated

within one week.

Discussion

The magnetic tape data recording system was not completed due to a long

delay in the delivery of the hard copy printer and the fact that the Research

Systems Facility did not have the capability for producing computer-compatible

tape from cassettes. The minicomputer part of the system was ready at the

end of May; however, a delay in the delivery of parts and shop work prevented

collection of cloud condensation nucleus data at Grover except for one day.

The unit was then used for a week on the sailplane project at Fairplay.

Collection of aerosol data with the Royco light scattering counter was also

not possible without the tape system. The G.E. condensation nucleus counter
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for Aitken nuclei counts was not operated due to lack of time. Limited data

were obtained with the ice crystal separator to study the residue from ice

nucleated in the NCAR counter.

Significant data were obtained from the two continuous NCAR ice nucleus

counters and have all been reduced and correlated with wind speed and direction.

The ice nucleus counters obtained their air sample from a 3-inch duct attached

to a 50-foot tower. A high volume fan pulled air through the stainless steel

duct. This intake was desirable to get away from local sources of dust, such

as parking lot traffic. The system was operated continuously from 12 June to

23 July 1975. However, due to various component failures, complete data were

obtained for only 43% of the time. Sixteen days were lost because of malfunction-

ing of the wind instrument. Eight days were lost due to electronic breakdown of

the recording system for the ice nucleus counters. A few hours were lost because

of a vacuum pump failure on one of the ice nucleus counters' and a stuck expan-

sion valve. Incomplete data were obtained for the periods June 6-12, 20-24,

27, 30 and July 11-14 but fortunately, no storms occurred during these periods.

Figures 7 through 9 show typical ice nucleus data obtained during this

summer's operation. The results are in line with last year's observations.

The very high ice nucleus counts up to 100/liter at -16C are of interest. At

times the counts were related to storm activity; at other times, notably 16

July, there was no significant cloud activity. Sometimes the counts appeared

to be related to wind intensity.

It is important to establish the source, areal extent and frequency of

occurrence of these high counts because if nuclei concentrations of the above
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levels are ingested into storms, seeding may not be very effective. As a

first step in the reduction, the data were coded for computer analysis using

the DETRUTH regression analysis program by John Snyder, ASP. The program takes

any number of variables and tries to establish correlations between them. No

relationship to wind speed or direction was established. This shows first

that the samples are not influenced by nearby road traffic. This also holds

for last year's data when a 20-foot mast was used and the validity of the

data obtained at the Grover site were questioned because of possible local

aerosol interference. Last year's large airborne particle counts were related

to wind speed as expected. The lack of ice nucleus correlation with wind

indicates that the nuclei are probably relatively small and originate from

all over the area being entrained by wind, traffic, plowing, etc. One factor

for variability in the counts that should be investigated is the potential

relationship with the ground of surface ground moisture. Also, any relation

between nuclei counts and total aerosol should be investigated. The transport

of nuclei from long distances seems unlikely, but Denver smog may be a source

of ice nuclei. A possible relation to thermal convective activity should also

be considered.

Another approach to the origin of the ice nuclei is to investigate the

nature of the residue in the crystals that formed in the ice nucleus counter.

To this end, an ice crystal separator, Figure 10, was developed and operated

at Grover at the end of the season. The crystal residue accumulates on a

special carbon surface for ion probe microanalysis by McCrone Assoc., Chicago.

Measurements for organic constituents are presently being made.
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The Allee cloud condensation nucleus counter was operated one day at

Grover and routine operation in 1976 should not be a problem. On a day with

fair weather cumulus, 11 July, the counts ranged from 150 per cc at 0.2%

supersaturation (SS) to 500 per cc at 2.3% SS. This is a relatively flat response.

Assessment

Overall, this summer's effort was relatively successful, as it provided

the desired ice nucleus data vs. wind speed and direction, but fell short of

obtaining the supporting aerosol data such as Aitken nuclei and cloud nuclei

counts and general aerosol data. The first step was made to establish a routine

system for chemical analysis of the nuclei. A cloud nucleus counter is now

available to the program. A program to correlate all the variables of interest

was placed into operation to allow for quantitative analysis for our data.

Equipment reliability left something to be desired as far as the electronics

were concerned.

Recommendations

The electronics for recording the ice nuclei counts must be overhauled and

updated to allow time to measure the other pertinent parameters - cloud condensa-

tion nuclei, Aitken nuclei, aerosols in the 0.5 to 10 micron range, membrane

filter samples for ice nuclei and chemical analysis, and to separate ice crystals.

Also, the Nucleation program should have its own wind instrument to make sure

the instrument is functioning properly. Furthermore, if the tape recording

system is operational, two channels will be available for wind speed and

direction. An intercom or telephone should be provided in the trailer to
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improve communications. A full-time technician will again be required at

Grover. A second air conditioner should be installed because the heat load

will be higher next year and sound deadening material around the machinery

will be helpful.

We gained considerable experience this summer with the aircraft instru-

mentation on the Florida cumulus seeding project, the Canadian hail project

and HIPLEX and next year major effort eashould be made to correlate the ground

station data with aircraft measurements. To that end is recommended to

dedicate a number of aircraft flights specifically to this purpose.

s. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Cooperative Crop-Hail Damage Reporting Network (ESIG - Environmental and Societal

Impacts Group

Objective

To collect data on hailfall parameters and associated crop damage in

order to develop hail damage functions for crops in Northeast Colorado and

in Southwest Nebraska.

Discussion

A cooperative network consisting of 243 hail pads was established in

NE Colorado and SW Nebraska. The hail pads were placed adjacent to growing

crops and were serviced by farmer-reporters, who also estimated damage to

their crops in the event of a hailstorm. The principal crop monitored were

wheat and corn.

The damage estimates provided by the farmer-reporters were checked in

many instances by a group of appraisers hired by ESIG for this purpose. The

appraisers, all of whom had professional and/or academic experience in

estimating yield reductions caused by hail damage, were sent out into the

field whenever a severe hailstorm struck the hail pad network. These damage

estimates were in good agreement with those provided by the farmer-reporters

in almost all cases.

Hail pads struck by hail were collected periodically and brought back to

NCAR for analysis. Data obtained from the pads was used to derive a number of

hailfall parameters such as kinetic energy, mean size, total mass, number of

stones greater than a certain size, etc. These parameters were then correlated

with damage data to obtain crop damage functions.
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Assessment

Due to delays in the analysis of the hail pads struck by hail, only

preliminary results are available as of this writing. However, these show

that damage done to both wheat and corn is well correlated with 1) kinetic

energy, and 2) number of hailstones > 0.5 inches. These correlations apply

to damage done during the later stages of growth for both crops, since almost

no damaging hail fell early in the season.

An attempt has also been made to correlate damage with estimates made

by the farmer-reporters of the speed of the wind at the time of the hailstorms.

Wind velocity showed little correlation with damage, probably because the

estimates were too subjective and the stratification of wind speeds too coarse.

Recommendations

In order to obtain more reliable data on wind speeds accompanying a hail-

fall, the use of a more objective method of estimation is desirable. To this

end, ESIG plans to install approximately 200 hail cubes as part of the 1976

network operations.
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SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND SERVICES

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

Objective

To provide support to the T-28 flight operations to enable the aircraft

to perform cloud penetrations as necessary.

Discussion

The limited aircraft operations in 1975 did not require FAA participation

in the experiment to the degree of previous years. The airspace that had been

defined for NHRE use did not exist during 1975 and for all practical purposes,

the T-28 was able to investigate storms anywhere within 50 nautical miles of

Grover - the range of the M-33 track radar. FAA personnel were not utilized

at Grover as in prior years. Instead, the controllers at the Denver Air

Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) were thoroughly briefed on the T-28

operation and provided support as required while continuing to work normal

duty assignments at the center.

Assessment

These procedures worked well due to the planning and interest of the FAA

personnel in the NHRE and the experienced team effort of the SDSM ground

coordinator and the T-28 pilot.

Recommendations

The ability to fly clouds within radar limitations creates a greatly

enlarged airspace and efforts in future years should consider extending the

track radar range to equal the research radar coverage (120 km from Grover)

thereby increasing the areal coverage and the number of cases that can be

investigated.
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Desert Research Institute (DRI) M-33 Radar

Objective

The M-33 radar consisted of an S-band surveillance radar and an X-band

radar for aircraft tracking. The surveillance radar was used throughout the

day to scan for the appearance of the first echo. The X-band was used to track

the T-28 and to measure radar cloud tops.

Discussion

The DRI radar operated satisfactorily through the season. The electrical

storm in the early season damaged some components of the L-band beacon sub-

system but the main functions of the radar were not disturbed. The L-band

beacon system was repaired and attempts to track multiple aircraft were

performed on the last few days of the program. The tracking appeared to work

successfully on several tests until one of the aircraft flew through the

northwest quadrant from the radar at which time intermittent false tracks were

generated. The trouble was not diagnosed before the season ended.

Assessment

The beacon tracking system was tested again during the period of 18 to

23 August with the resultant finding that the signal was being reflected by

nearby objects (almost certainly some of the buildings on the site) causing

aircraft to be falsely positioned within the northwest quadrant. Additionally,

when two aircraft were in the vicinity of each other, it was noticed that the

reply from one or both of the aircraft became garbled.

The above two phenomena prevented the L-band portion of the M-33 from

being used as a multiple aircraft tracking system.
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Recommendations

Various recommendations have been made concerning the feasibility

of the L-band tracking system. Unfortunately, the inherent design of the

system is such that tracking of multiple aircraft in close proximity to

each other is not very feasible. Therefore, it is planned to attempt to

find some other means of simultaneous multiple aircraft tracking.
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Data Acquisition and Display System (DADS)

Objectives

The Data Acquisition and Display System (DADS) provides real time displays

of storm data (from the CP-2 radar), lock-on track (from the M-33 X-band

portion) and Air Traffic Control (ATC) track (from the M-33 L-band component),

and records these data for later use, both for DADS playback and 7600 processing.

The equipment that was installed and checked out during the 1975 field season

is listed below:

1) Radar Averager - The radar averager has been redesigned to incorporate

a better and faster amplifier and a sample and hold circuit. Also the hardware

for computer interrupts has been installed and the software for using interrupts

checked out.

2) Azimuth/Elevation Interface - The azimuth limit, elevation decrease,

and STC signals from the digital scan were incorporated into the azimuth/

elevation interface and appropriate software checked out. Also, the software

was modified to record azimuth at the middle of the averager cycle instead of

at the end.

3) Color TV Display - The new TV monitor was installed and the red, green

and yellow displays checked out.

4) Lock-on Aircraft Track - A program was written to put aircraft track

on playback of storm data.

5) Multiple Aircraft Track - Perfect and test the ATC L-band transponder

system for use in 1976.
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Discussion

All hardware and software mods were successfully implemented early in

the season. The only thing that was not successfully checked out was the

multiple aircraft track, which will be discussed later.

The usual amount of system "bugs" were encountered off and on during the

season. Extra problems were precipitated by the lightning storm of July 7.

These were remedied within three days. It is planned to supply the

DADS equipment with regulated power from the rotary regulator and to protect

data lines which leave the DADS van so that in the future lightning should not

cause the extensive damage that occurred on this occasion.

At the end of the season (22 August) the following hardware problems

were unsolved:

1) Per Data Disk - The Per Data disk controller for CPU-1 has an inter-

mittent problem which was never successfully diagnosed or solved because it

would not fail consistently. The fan on the Per Data disk also needs replacing.

2) Novadisk - The Novadisk was unreliable. Software changes were made

in core and dumped on magnetic tape instead of using the

Novadisk.

3) Wang Tape Unit - On 21 August one of the Wang tape units blew a

fuse and a replacement didn't solve the problem.

4) CPU-1 - Certain memory locations were getting modified for unknown

reasons. Software was used to circumvent the problem.

5) Both CPU's - Memory failures occurred in certain locations when using

the memory tester program.
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During the 1975 hail season, the ATC system check-out was delayed due

to M-33 radar problems. The week of 18 August was used for checking out this

system. False target positions were generated in the NW sector and various

attempts by DRI personnel to solve the problem were unsuccessful. It was

determined that the problems with the ATC tracking system were due to multipath

reflections from an area on the site which is close to the antenna. Also the

20-foot L-band antenna had sidelobe problems due to incorrect sections being

used to fabricate the antenna. These problems should be alleviated by elevating

a properly constructed antenna on a tower. An attempt will be made to locate

and acquire a proper antenna during the off-season.

No test was conducted with several aircraft at the same time in and

behind storms and the reliability and continuity of tracks in such a situation

has not been demonstrated. Tests with two aircraft separated by less than two

miles in range resulted in L-band acquisition of the further aircraft failing

about 50% of the time. Also, within ten nautical miles of Grover the tracks

became erratic. Simultaneous aircraft tracking data were acquired by the

M-33 X-band and ATC L-band as well as by the FAA ATC L-band. These data will

be compared during the winter.

Two main improvements made this year's data higher quality than previous

years. First, sample and hold circuitry in the average increases the reliability

of dBZ values, since the signal is not changing while it's being converted to

digital format, and secondly, calibrations were recorded on tape on several

days (Table 8) for the full range of dBZ values in 1 dBZ steps. This gives

a higher degree of confidence in the data.



Table 8

DADS DATA SUMMARY - 1975

CP-2
CALIBRATION TOTAL

DATE CP-2 DATA AIRCRAFT TRACK ON TAPE TAPES REMARKS

June 26 10:03-12:10 1 T-28 test.

July 3 15:55-15:59 X 1 CP-2 calibration and testing.

July 7 14:23-17:02 15:48-17:02 3

July 11 06:55-07:15 1 Sphere calibration recorded using DADS system.

July 13 17:02-18:23 1 Aircraft track test. Some gaps in the data.

July 14 13:30-17:12 14:48-16:57 X 4

July 15 14:18-16:50 15:19-16:36 X 3

-July 16 16:01-18:42 16:44-18:14 3

July 21 15:09-18:14 15:50-17:22 X 4

July 22 13:47-17:30 15:56-17:45 X 4

July 23 13:45-16:25 14:50-15:55 X 3 Power fail %16:00--gap in data.

July 29 12:53-18:15 X 6 RHI scan off and on.

July 30 16:44-19:10 18:12-19:10 X 2 2 or 3 minute gaps in data %17:40.

July 31 14:15-16:33 15:17-16:33 2

Aug. 1 12:50-14:30 12:50-14:30 1 ATC L-band tracking test.

Aug. 19 10:57-12:20 3 ATC system checkout.

ATC system checkout--some data on printout
Aug. 20 9:53-13:44 1 only, not tape.only, not tape.

...Aug. ~21 |15:34-20:39X |l| 6 5 min. gaps between tapes (one tape unit out
Aug. 21 15:34-20:39 X 6 of order).

ATC tests.
Aug. 22 21:19-24:00 10:15-12:23 4g. 2 .- . . Nocturnal storms; 5 min. gaps between tapes.

Aug. 23 0:00-01:56 ...... X 2 . 5 min gaps between tapes..

TOTAL 10 55
_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ..! . . .........
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Assessment

All hardware and software modifications planned were implemented

successfully. The changes that were made resulted in a more reliable real-

time display with less glitches and less erroneous displays than last year.

It was easier to consistently display desired elevation angles than previously.

Total down time during operations was negligible. All playback requests

were dealt with promptly, and the new feature of lock-on track on playback

worked successfully.

Recommendations

1. Hardware problems will be fixed beginning as soon as the equipment

is back in Boulder. Both DADS personnel and appropriate repair facilities

representatives for the equipment involved should be used as needed. The

main problems are:

a. Per Data disk - CPU-1 controller.

b. Bad spots in memory - both CPU's.

c. Memory being altered in certain spots in CPU-1.

d. Wang tape unit that keeps blowing a fuse.

e. Novadisk - needs to be fixed so software can be updated and
documented.

f. Fan on Per Data disk should be replaced.

2. A program to handle the DADS tape calibration should be incorporated

into the 7600 DADS package.

3. A decision on multiple A/C track efforts should be made and plans

for 1976 solidified as soon as possible.
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4. If the accuracies of the ATC transponder system are not sufficient

for program requirements, a multiple DME system should be considered.

5. During the 1976 hail season, the DADS system should be totally on

regulated power. Also all data lines outside the computer should be over-

voltage protected. In addition to this, a lightning protection system should

be considered for the site.
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RESEARCH OPERATIONS

The NHRE field program operated seven days a week from 7 July to 1 August

with a preprogrammed two-day break on 19 and 20 July.

The operational day began with the study of the synoptic weather situation

including recent hourly surface conditions and a study of the upper atmosphere

based on Denver soundings. Due to equipment problems already described, the

normal weather charts were frequently not available at Grove'r and telephone

discussions with the forecaster on duty at Cheyenne were helpful in establishing

a picture of existing atmospheric conditions.

At 1130 each day a briefing was held at Grover. The previous day's

activities were reviewed, the operational plans for the day presented, and the

expected weather situation was discussed. Forecasts were issued for each of

the following:

1) the most favorable area for storm formation,

2) storm movement,

.3) storm intensity,

4) time of first 10 cm radar echoes and the time of mature storm development,

and

5) altitude of cloud bases and tops.

Following the briefing, a radio call was made to Cheyenne and the programmed

activities for the day and meteorological forecast were reviewed. The meteorological

forecasts were found to be useful, first to the Operations Director by providing

insight into the conditions required for storm activity and secondly, the day's

activities were keyed to the forecast time of significant convective development.
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Maintenance activities were completed and all components were to be ready for

research operations prior to this time.

Prior to operations a radar and radio watch was maintained in the control

room until the forecast time of first echo approached or an alert regarding early

development was issued. During operations, personnel in the operations room

provided for the following functions:

1) Operations Director

2) T-28 Coordinator

3) Mobile Coordinator

4) CP-2 Radar Controller.

These people were not only adequate but also necessary to perform the

operations as planned. More or fewer personnel in the operations room either

added confusion or left required functions unattended.

The radar storm structure was primarily provided by the CP-2 radar while

aircraft position was obtained by the DRI M-33 using the X-band radar to

track transponder affixed to the T-28. Merging of the data and display in

appropriate format was accomplished by the DADS.

Normally, the T-28 coordinator required a minimum of three DADS-generated

TV 10 cm PPI displays, the Operations Director found a "standard" 10 cm PPI

display of the entire airspace useful, and the mobile coordinator normally

utilized an expanded cloud base presentation with maximum relfectivity

altitude and position indicated.

Airspace reservatiooon FAA crdination functions were performed

directly between the T-28 pilot and the Denver ARTCC in accordance with
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generalized flight objectives and plans established prior to the summer

operations. The NHRE Remote Controlled Air to Ground (RCAG) radio site

located at Ft. Morgan was not required for the conduct of aircraft in 1975

and standard FAA communications were used throughout the summer.

The T-28 penetrated clouds on nine different days and on eight of these

occasions, at least one of the two mobile chase teams managed to get into the

precipitation area below the aircraft. Four of these times the mobiles collected

samples of hail in the precipitation and observed hail on one other occasion but

the stones were too small to collect.

Research operations during the 18 through 23 August were mainly intended

to obtain data for the purpose of correlating radar reflectivity values with

precipitation sampled at the ground. The desired weather conditions did not

materialize until the night of 22/23 August. On that night, a line of thunder-

storms occurred and was observed by the CP-2 radar while precipitation was

measured by two highly instrumented mobiles from the University of Wyoming.

The data are being reviewed at the University of Wyoming.
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SUMMARY

As stated in the introduction, significant progress was made towards

meeting both of the summer's objectives. In the test of equipment and

operational procedures, a number of faults were uncovered; however, none

were of such a serious nature as to prevent the collection of good, definitive

data. The concensus can best be summed up by the comments of one scientist

who remarked that the T-28 had collected better data than in any of the

previous seasons. Subsequent analysis has shown that this observation is

correct. The most notable accomplishment of the summer was the simultaneous

measurement of hail in the cloud by the SDSM T-28 and the collection of falling

hail by the two mobile crews. This is the first time that this feat has ever

been accomplished.

A summary of the daily happenings along with an assessment of how well

things went is set forth in Table 9. The highlights of the season

are also summarized for each major system in the paragraphs that follow:

.1. The SDSM T-28. The T-28 made 48 penetrations on ten different days.

Initially, fairly weak cells were worked, increasing in intensity until 22 July

when four penetrations were made through a vigorous mature storm. On at least

one pass, 3/4" - 1" hail was observed. The aircraft collected two inches of

ice and 3000 FPM updrafts were experienced. What makes this day of particular

note is that coincident with the penetration, both mobiles sampled falling hail

along the T-28 flight path. The maximum size of the hail collected by the

mobiles was 3/4".
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The PMS probes worked well. The data for each day has been

reduced and analysis is in progress. The first flight of the SDSM hail

disdrometer was on 21 July. Useful data was produced. The Cloud Particle camera

was not flown because of a weight problem. This has been corrected during

October and successful test flights were flown.

2. Research Radar. Data was collected on the first day of the season

and these tapes have been read. A very severe electrical storm occurred in

the Grover area late on the 7th of July. This resulted in substantial damage

to the radar and as a result, the radar was down for approximately three days

during which time one moderate storm was missed. Other than this one day, the

radar was up for the remainder of the season.

Of particular note is the fact that on two different occasions hailstorms

moved over the Grover site. During their passage, the radar was operated in

a vertical incidence while hail was falling. The dense network of

pads located at Grover was struck on both occasions.

3. DADS. This system functioned well this summer but here as with the

radar there were some anxious moments, mainly as a result of lightning damage.

There were several days early in the season when we had problems with the Per

Data disk. As noted, the DADS was also damaged during the 7 July electrical

storm and after this damage was repaired, the system was up for the remainder

of the season.

The playback capability proved very useful this summer. This feature

was used to review each previous day's operations.
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4. Disdrometers. Here we were plagued with nagging problems. The

disdrometers that were tested are fragile, voltage sensitive and will measure

water drops as well as ice. As a consequence of these tests, this particular

model of the disdrometer is not suitable for field use.

5. DRI M-33. This radar functioned well during the season providing

general storm surveillance and tracking the T-28 during all flights. The

L-band beacon decoding electronics were damaged during the electrical storm

of 7 July. Consequently, tests of this system were not conducted until late

in the month.

6. Nuclei Measurements. Two ice nucleus counters were instlled at

Grover; one 60°C and one 20°C. They operated about 50% of the time. Most

of the problems were electronic with one pump failure. These instruments are

getting old and their performance this summer indicates a need for a general

overhaul and update. In addition, a limited amount of cloud condensation

nuclei samples were taken. An ice crystal separator/impactor device was also

in operation. Here the purpose was to collect samples of natural ice nuclei.

7. Communications. The communications system worked well this summer.

Here again the system was damaged during the electrical storm but it was

repaired in time to continue support of all T-28 and mobile operaitons.

8. Mobile Operations. Here things went very well.

As indicated earlier, eight out of ten times the T-28 flew, one or both of

the mobiles were located in the precipitation. On three of these occasions,

hail was sampled while it was falling. As also indicated, on two of these

occasions, hail was sampled at very nearly the same time the T-28 was penetrating

the storm.
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9. Operations. In the conduct of operations things went smoothly this

summer. Part of this is probably due to the fact that there were two mobiles

and only one aircraft to direct. Several new procedures were started that

were helpful and worth continuing next summer. Each forecast was prepared

that included the following parameters:

1) most favorable area for storm formation,

2) storm movement,

3) storm intensity,

4) time of first radar echoes and the time that mature storms

-were expected to develop,

5) bases and tops,

6) hail size.

This information was helpful in planning the day's operations such as

alerting and scheduling the deployment of the T-28 and mobiles. Also each

day's forecast was critiqued and this also is helpful since it provides one

with further insight as to those conditions favorable for hailstorm develop-

ment. The critique also helps to determine what changes occurred that had

an effect on storm development.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The DADS should develop a quick replay capability. This would be

most useful in helping one review the movement and development of storms both

during and after an operation.

2. The mobile operations need to be studied, particularly the type of

vehicles and instrumentation. It was further demonstrated last summer that

a person whose sole purpose is directing their movements is essential.

3. There is engineering and technician work to be done on the radar.

This is over and above any development work. Scope photography is one additional

item on which a high priority must be placed.

4. The forecast program that was initiated this summer should be

continued.

5. Also a short-term forecast capability needs to be developed. This is

essential for use in directing the movements of the research and seeding air-

craft and the ground units. Here forecasts of ten minutes to one hour in

duration on where storms are most likely to occur, where the new growth will

develop, when updrafts may shift, movement, etc., are needed so as to increase

our chances of having the seeding aircraft and mobiles in the right places

at the right times. This will be particularly true if new growth is seeded

since under these conditions, seeding operations probably will have to start

several minutes in advance of the appearance of a radar echo. One possible

solution would be to have a person in the operations room who is dedicated to

this purpose.
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6. All research programs, field evaluations of equipment and the like

must have a person in the field who is thoroughly cognizant of what needs to

be done and who is responsible for the entire program.



Table 9. SUM24ARY OF THE 1975 FIELD OPERATIONS

Date T-28 Mobiles l Research Radar DADS Remarks

7 July Seven penetrations, in One mobile up. Data recorded and Data recorded, Small cells;
weaker areas of the No samples. read. replayed & storms lacked
storms, FSSP & 2-D PPI produced. organization.
probe data recorded
& produced.

8 July No flights. One mobile up. Down, damage result DADS up but Weak cells, little
T-28 up. of severe electrical experiencing vertical development.

storm. some difficul-
ties with disc.

9 July No flights. Both mobiles Down. DADS up but Several good cells
T-28 up. up. experiencing developed. The T-28

difficulties did not fly because Xo

with disc. of no radar support.

10 July No flights. Both mobiles Still experiencing DADS up. Weak cells, mostly
T-28 up. up. difficulties. to the west near

mountains.

11 July Instrument test/ Both mobiles Radar up. DADS up. Very weak cell, dry
research flight up. conditions continue.
One penetration.

12 July No flights. Both mobiles Radar up. DADS up. No development.
T-28 up. up.

13 July Test flight. Both mobiles Skin track T-28, Transponder No development, test
up. data recorded, read track T-28, flight flown to obtain

& analyzed. data recorded, track data from both
read & analyzed. DRI M-33 & CP-2 for

comparison.



Table 9 (con't.) SUMARY OF THE 1975 FIELD OPERATIONS

Date T-28 Mobiles Research Radar DADS Remarks

14 July Six penetrations. No One mobile Data recorded. Data recorded. Weak to occasionally

hail observed in under storm PPI's produced. moderate echoes. Once

cloud. FSSP & 2-D observed mod- again storms were pul-

probe data recorded erate to heavy sating with short life

and processed. rain, no hail. cycles.

15 July Five penetrations, no Both mobiles Data recorded. Data recorded, Weak to moderate act-

hail observed. FSSP under storm, replayed & ivity. Once again storms

& 2-D probe data No hail, only PPI's produced. were pulsating with

recorded & processed. moderate rain. short life cycles.

16 July Five penetrations. Both mobiles Data recorded, Data recorded Hail at Grover. Dense

Observed 3/4-1" air- under storm, radar operated & replayed. network of 50 pads

frame ice, heavy tur- one collected in VAD scan at struck. About 6-8

bulence on two pene- hail (max. size time of hailfall stones per square foot.

trations. One penetra- 3/4") about 25 at Grover. As noted, this storm

tion through growing minutes after had been penetrated

cell that eventually fall. earlier by the T-28.

moved over Grover.

17 July No flights. Mobiles up. Radar up. DADS up. Fair weather cumulus,

T-28 up. no echoes.

18 July To Laramie for Mobiles up. Radar up. DADS up Fair weather cumulus,

pressure calibration. no echoes.

19 July Day off.

20 July Day off.

21 July Five penetrations. Both mobiles Data recorded. Data recorded, Moderate echoes, fairly

Reported 1" of air- under the storm. replayed. vigorous activity.

frame ice in growing One collected
part of cloud. FSSP falling hail

& 2-D probe data re- (max. size 1/4")

corded & processed. Both observed
heavy rain.



Table 9 (con't.) SUMMARY OF THE 1975 FIELD OPERATIONS

Date T-28 Mobiles Research Radar DADS Remarks

22 July Four penetrations. Both mobiles Data recorded. Data recorded, Vigorous mature
On one penetration under storm. replayed. storm.
observed 2" airframe Both collected
ice, 3/4-1" hail & falling hail
3000 FPM updrafts. (max. size
Also severe turbu- 3/4") along
lence. FSSP & 2-D T-28 flight
probe data & hail path.
disdrometer data
recorded.

23 July Five penetrations. One mobile Data recorded. Radar Data recorded An active storm, per-
1" airframe ice & under storm operated in VAD scan and replayed. sistent but small in i
small hail reported. collected as storm moved over size. Hail at Grover; .
1-D & 2-D probe data samples of Grover. dense network of 50
& hail disdr'ometer falling hail pads struck. Largest
data recorded & (max. size 1") stone 1/2", density
processed. along flight l 5-6 per sq. foot.

path of T-28.

24 July No flights, T-28 Mobile up. Radar up. DADS up. Numerous weak echoes
down; recorder early in the day.
problems.

25 July No flights. Mobile up. Radar up. DADS up. Weak echoes, drying
T-28 up. conditions.

26 July No flights. Mobile up. Radar up. DADS up. Weak echoes, drying
T-28 up. conditions.

27 July No flights. Mobile up. Radar up. DADS up. Fair weather cumulus,
T-28 up. dry.



Table 9 (con't.) SUTIMARY OF THE 1975 FIELD OPERATIONS

Date T-28 Mobiles Research Radar DADS Remarks

28 July No flights. Mobile up. Radar up. DADS up. Moderate echoes to

T-28 up. the west near and over
the mountains.

29 July Tower flyby.

30 July Five penetrations. Both mobiles Data recorded. Data recorded,

Observed almost under storm. replayed.

all ice, very Both observed
little airframe heavy rain, no
icing. FSSP & 2-D hail.
probes recorded
data. None on
hail disdrometer.

31 July Five penetrations. Both mobiles Data recorded. Data recorded. Good storm activity.

FSSP & 2-D probe under storm.
& hail disdrometer Both observed
data recorded. moderate to
Prop deicing boots heavy rain. One

lost. observed hail
(max. size 1/4")
which melted
before samples
could be col-
lected.

1 Aug. T-28 down for research Mobiles up. Data recorded. Data recorded. Weak echoes. Purpose

flight. Conducted test of test flight was

flight for evaluation to obtain track data

of M-33 L-band beacon from M-33 X-band

track. T-28 ferried transponder & L-band

to Rapid City. beacon. CP-2 skin
paint & from the FAA
for comparison.




